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CAISSON EQUIPMENT DEPLORER 

CED-12I/24I 
 

The Caisson Equipment Deplorer is designed to deploy various types of equipment into a Caisson 

either by hand or via winch up to 1.0 Tons i.e.  The Caisson Equipment Deplorer can accept Umbilical 

up to 60 mm OD this could be made up of various types of Hoses Ropes Chains it allows the user to 

lower equipment smoothly efficiently  in a set guide with out damaging hoses  or tangling the cables or 

straps together, also if required there is a measuring encoder can fitted which allows the user to 

measure accurately how far they have deployed equipment in to the Caisson ,The Caisson Equipment 

Deplorer fittest easily on to any size of Caisson from 10" to 24" Installation is simple excluding 

telescopic Arms to the desired internal diameter of the Caisson place The Caisson Equipment Deplorer 

on top of the opening of the Caisson, Turing a single handle secures The Caisson Equipment Deplorer 

in situ ready for deployment, the user can rest assured that loads up to 1.0 Tons can be lowered in to a 

caisson  precisely  and securely.  There are three version of the Caisson Equipment Deplorer.   

 

1: with out Encoder and Digital Readout. 

2: with Encoder and Mountable Digital Readout 

3: with Encoder and Local Mountable Digital  

Readout along with 7m cable ( can be 

supplied at the desired length) this will 

allow the user to directly imprint the 

distance deployed in metres onto the video               

of the CEBall Camera or any of the Chalco 

Equipment.   

 

 

 

 

                                     

                                                       

 

 

 

 

 

              for smaller Caisson IDs  

              mount out side securely 

 

 

 

The Caisson Equipment Deplorer can be connected 

directly to the CEBall Camera System  via 7m cable 

(can be supplied at the desired length) this will 

allow the user to directly imprint the distance 

deployed in metres onto the video.  

The Caisson Equipment Deplorer can be requested 

with a local mountable digital Readout. 
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